
3 CHARACTERISTICS
OF GREAT EXECUTIVE

LEADERS



The Ability to Navigate All Authority
and No Authority at the Same Time.0101

We all have a tendency to either
OVER lead or UNDER lead.

Knowing which
you do helps you
self-correct when
under pressure.

"One thing that breaks churches
is Organizational Chaos."
 Organizational

authority is
OUTSIDE IN:

Authority that is
given to you.

Personal
influence is
INSIDE OUT:
God-given
leadership.

Innate Power is NEUTRAL:
When you have power, you

can transfer it for either
good or evil purposes.

God always transferred authority to Jesus.
Jesus always transferred authority to the Disciples.

2 Corinthians 10:8 
"For if I boast somewhat

more about our authority,
which the Lord gave for

building you up and not for
destroying you, 

I will not be put to shame."

PRINCIPLE:
All Authority
is Transferred.



It shows up when
someone says

“My Team”
“My Campus”
“My Ministry”

It shows up when someone on
your team joins a different team.

We can feel like we owned
them, not realizing that

everyone is on loan from
God for our authority.

DELIGHT 
DISAPPOINTMENT

OR

Disappointment Discouragement Frustration

Bitterness Disconnection

We have to
manage what is

EARNED vs
ENTITLED.0202

We tend to see when
SOMEONE ELSE (A

leader or a volunteer)
doesn’t understand
that authority has

been transferred to
them…But we don’t

see it in ourselves when
WE don’t get it.

The ability to embrace
obscurity over notoriety.

It's easy to spot the ANGER.
It's harder to spot DISAPPOINTMENT.
If we can spot challenges at disappointment it is
easier to correct. It's harder to correct at ANGER.

Comfortable in
spotlight, but doesn’t
seek the spotlight.

Is okay when your
leader gets perks that
you don’t...(This
helps us all stay
grateful.)



0303 The Ability to Focus in the
Non-Focused Job.

The Best Executive
Leaders are Good in

this Environment.

We have a wide scope: it is not
too narrow and not too focused.

All in one day, Executive Leaders
might encounter problem in
finance, kids, AV,  women's
ministry, parking, etc. 


